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Abstract. The inclusive production of the neutral vector
mesons K∗0(892) andφ(1020), and of the tensor meson
K∗0

2 (1430), in hadronic decays of the Z has been mea-
sured by the DELPHI detector at LEP. The average pro-
duction rates per hadronic Z decay have been determined
to be 0.77± 0.08 K∗0(892), 0.104± 0.008 φ(1020) and
0.079± 0.040 K∗0

2 (1430). The ratio of the tensor-to-vector
meson production yields,〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 = 0.10±
0.05, is smaller than the〈f2(1270)〉/〈ρ0(770)〉 and〈f ′

2(1525)〉
/〈φ(1020)〉 ratios measured by DELPHI. The production ra-
tes and differential cross sections are compared with the
predictions of JETSET 7.4 tuned to the DELPHI data and
of HERWIG 5.8. The K∗0(892) andφ(1020) data are com-
patible with model predictions, but a large disagreement is
observed for the K∗0

2 (1430).

1 Introduction

With the large statistics presently accumulated by the LEP
experiments, at least one state per isospin multiplet has
been measured for the SU(3) pseudoscalar and vector meson
nonets, and for the baryon octet and decuplet (for reviews,
see [1, 2]). This allowed tuning of a number of adjustable
parameters in the QCD-based Monte Carlo models such as
JETSET [3] or HERWIG [4] to get a reasonable description
of the experimental data [5], thus obtaining useful infor-
mation about the nature of the fragmentation process. Still,
the numerous model parameters are often strongly correlated
and their physical interpretation is not always obvious.

On the other hand, the precise LEP measurements have
established new experimental regularities and provided new
insights on hadron production mechanisms ine+e− an-
nihilations. For the pseudoscalar and vector mesons, and
for the baryon octet and decuplet, a universal and energy-
independent mass dependence of the relative particle pro-
duction rates has been observed [6]. Surprisingly similar be-
haviour was also established in pp collisions for particles not
resulting from fragmentation of the incident proton [2, 7].
Good agreement has also been observed between the LEP
data, a recently proposed thermodynamical model [8], and
the model of ref. [9].

It is therefore of interest to determine the production
properties at LEP of other meson and baryon states com-
posed of light (u, d, s) quarks, and especially of those with
non-zero angular momentum between the quarks in view of
their possibly different production dynamics. Here the ex-
perimental information is more limited and less precise. So

far, only the measurements of the scalar,f0(975), and ten-
sor, f2(1270), K∗±2 (1430) andf

′
2(1525), mesons have been

reported by DELPHI [10, 11], and of the tensor, K∗0
2 (1430),

meson by OPAL [12].
This paper presents new DELPHI results onφ(1020)

and K∗0
2 (1430) production1 and updates the previous DEL-

PHI measurements on K∗0(892) production [13].
The data collected by the DELPHI experiment in 1994

were used for the study of K∗0(892),φ(1020) and K∗0
2 (1430)

production; during this running period the DELPHI Ring
Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors were fully opera-
tional, allowing good particle identification. The sample
corresponds to a total of 1.3 million hadronic Z decays.
The φ(1020) production was also studied with 2.9 million
hadronic events collected by DELPHI in 1991–1994 without
use of particle identification.

After a brief description of the DELPHI detector and the
selection of hadronic Z decays, the charged particle iden-
tification procedure and the fitting procedures used to ex-
tract the K∗0(892),φ(1020) and K∗0

2 (1430) signals from the
K±π∓ and K+K− invariant mass distributions are described.
The production rates and their differential cross sections are
then presented and compared with other measurements and
with model expectations.

2 Experimental procedure

2.1 Event and particle selection

Detailed descriptions of the DELPHI detector and its per-
formance can be found elsewhere [14, 15]. Here, only the
specific properties relevant to the present analysis are sum-
marized.

The charged particle tracks are measured in the 1.2 T
magnetic field by a set of tracking detectors. The average
momentum resolution for charged particles in hadronic final
states is in the range∆p/p ' 0.001p to 0.01p (p in GeV/c),
depending on which detectors are included in the track fit.

A charged particle is accepted in this analysis if it
has momentump greater than 0.2 GeV/c, momentum er-
ror ∆p < p, polar angleθ with respect to the beam axis
between 25◦ and 155◦, measured track length in the Time
Projection Chamber (TPC) greater than 50 cm, and impact
parameter with respect to the nominal crossing point within
5 cm in the transverse (xy) plane and 10 cm along the beam
direction (z-axis).

Hadronic events are then selected if there are at least
5 charged particles, if the total energy of charged particles

1 Unless otherwise stated, antiparticles are implicitly included.
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(assumed to be pions) in each of two hemispheres (θ above
and below 90◦) exceeds 3 GeV, if the total energy of all
charged particles is greater than 15 GeV, if the polar angle
of the sphericity axis is between 40◦ and 140◦, and if (when
particle identification is used) the information from the RICH
detectors is available for at least one charged particle. The
contamination from events due to beam-gas scattering and
to γγ interactions is estimated to be less than 0.1% and the
background fromτ+τ− events to be less than 0.2% of the
accepted events.

The samples of 846 627 and 1 852 000 events collected
in 1994 and 1991–1994 respectively and selected with the
above cuts will be referred to as the ones passing the standard
cuts. After the event selection, in order to ensure a better
signal-to-background ratio for the resonances in the K±π∓
and K+K− invariant mass spectra, stronger restrictions on the
track impact parameters with respect to the nominal crossing
point were imposed: they had to be within 0.3 cm in the
transverse plane and 2 cm along the beam direction. The
samples selected with these additional cuts will be referred
to as those passing the strong cuts.

Charged kaon identification in this analysis is provided
by the RICH detectors. In these detectors, particle iden-
tification is based primarily on comparing the measured
Cherenkov angle with that expected for each mass hypoth-
esis. This is called the ring identification mode (for more
details, see [15] and refs. therein). The raw photoelectron
distributions were described as the sum of the expected
Cherenkov signal and a flat background and their proba-
bilities to come fromπ, K and proton were calculated. For
particles below the Cherenkov threshold,β < 1/n, no light
is emitted. This property is used in order to separate kaons
and protons from pions in the momentum range from 2.5 to
9 GeV/c, where kaons and protons are below the threshold
while pions and lighter particles emit photons. This is called
the veto identification mode.

The RICH detectors enable identification of kaons of
momentum above' 1 GeV/c. They rely on external tracking
for the determination of the particle momentum and impact
point. The Barrel RICH is placed between the TPC, the main
tracking device of DELPHI, and another tracking detector,
the Outer Detector (OD). For the veto mode of the RICH,
requiring a track segment in the OD avoids particles which
were scattered or lost due to an interaction in the RICH. It
also improves the quality of the track extrapolation. This is
especially important for the liquid radiator, where the centre
of the Cherenkov ring is given by the impact point of the
track. Therefore, after the event selection and when particle
identification is requested, the track of the selected particle
is required to be detected in the OD.

The identification performance was evaluated by means
of the detector simulation program DELSIM [15]. In DEL-
SIM, about 3.4 million events were generated using the JET-
SET program [3] with the DELPHI default parameters [5]
obtained before the measurements reported in this paper (this
version will be referred to below as tuned JETSET). The par-
ticles were followed through the detector and the simulated
digitizations obtained were processed with the same recon-
struction programs as the experimental data. The efficiency
of the kaon identification was found to be about 70% on
average.

The K±π∓ invariant mass distributions were studied in
the cosθh ≤ 0 region, whereθh is the helicity angle of the
kaon, i.e. its angle in the K±π∓ rest frame with respect to
the K±π∓ line of flight. The kaon momentum range in this
cosθh region was almost completely covered by the liquid
radiator. The main reason for selecting the cosθh ≤ 0 region
was to remove the low momentum pions. This avoided bi-
ases in the invariant mass distributions due to worse determi-
nation of the opening angle between K± and low momentum
π∓. The removal of slow pions also reduced the influence
of reflections from other meson resonances and of residual
Bose-Einstein correlations resulting from interference of pi-
ons from the resonance decay with other pions in the jet
(see Sect. 2.2). For the K+K− invariant mass distributions,
the full cosθh region was used.

2.2 Treatment of detector imperfections and fit procedure

Particle identification inefficiencies as well as other detector
imperfections, such as limited geometrical acceptance, par-
ticle interactions in the detector material, and the different
kinematical cuts imposed for charged particle and event se-
lection, were taken into account by applying the approach
described in refs. [10, 16] and outlined here.

In the present analysis, a vectora of parameters was
used in the definition of the anticipated distribution function,
f (M, a), of the invariant massM . The parametersa were
then determined by a least squares fit of the function to the
data.

For the K±π∓ invariant mass distributions, this function
was composed of three parts:

f (M, a) = fS(M, a) + fB(M, a) + fR(M, a). (1)

The function

fS(M, a) = a1WV (M ) ·BWV (M,a2, a3)

+a4WT (M ) ·BWT (M,a5, a6) (2)

described the K∗0(892) and K∗0
2 (1430) resonance signals in

the K±π∓ invariant mass distributions. A background term
was taken in the form:

fB(M, a) = a7(M −Mth)a8 ·exp(a9M +a10M
2 +a11M

3),(3)

whereMth is the invariant mass threshold. The third term in
eq. 1 represents a sum of the different reflection functions
(RFi):

fR(M, a) =
∑
i≥12

aiRFi(M ). (4)

The two terms in eq. 2 represent the relativistic Breit–
Wigner functionsBWV and BWT for the K∗0(892) and
K∗0

2 (1430), respectively, multiplied by the functionsWV (M )
and WT (M ) accounting for distortion of the resonance
Breit–Wigner shapes by phase space effects and by resid-
ual Bose–Einstein (BE) correlations. As in [10], they were
obtained by generating the invariant mass distribution for
the resonance using the tuned JETSET program [5], where
BE correlations were included. Then the generated distribu-
tion (with its integral normalized to one) was divided by the
analytical Breit–Wigner function used in JETSET (with its
integral also normalized to one).
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Fig. 1a–j. The reflection functionsN̄R(M, a) from the η, η
′
, ρ0, ω, φ,

f0(980), f
′
2(1525), K∗0

0 (1430), D0 and D+ contributing to the uncorrected
K±π∓ invariant mass distribution for 0.04 ≤ xp ≤ 0.7 as taken from
detector simulation

If the influence of phase space and residual BE corre-
lations was ignored completely (W (M ) = 1), then for the
full measured range, 0.04≤ xp ≤ 0.7 (xp = p/pbeam),
the fitted K∗0(892) mass, 893.5±0.9 MeV/c2, was shifted
by −2.6 MeV/c2 (i.e. by 3 standard deviations) from the
world average (PDG) of 896.1±0.3 MeV/c2 [17] and the
measured K∗0(892) cross section decreased by 2.5%. The
same mass shift was observed when phase space effects were
accounted for but BE effects were still ignored. The mass
shift was in fact seen only in the smallestxp-region, 0.04
≤ xp ≤ 0.1, as expected for residual BE correlations. How-
ever, including BE correlations resulted in a fitted K∗0(892)
mass of 898.8±0.8 MeV/c2, larger than the PDG value by
2.7 MeV/c2. The shift was again essentially due to the small-
estxp-region. Although this shows that the treatment of BE
correlations in JETSET is not perfect, the JETSET ansatz
was used. The uncertainty in treating BE correlations at
small xp values was accounted for in the systematic errors.
The fits to the K±π∓ invariant mass spectra were performed
over a mass range from 0.64 to 2.0 GeV/c2.

For the K+K− mass spectra in theφ(1020) mass re-
gion, the fits were made in the mass range from 0.988 to
1.1 GeV/c2, with only the first Breit-Wigner term in eq. 2
and with only one term in the exponential in eq. 3.

Two types of reflection functions contributing to eq. 4
have been considered.

Reflections of the first type arise from imperfect particle
identification when, for example, resonances in theπ+π−
and K+K− systems distort the K±π∓ mass spectra. The in-
fluence of most of these reflections is relatively small due to
quite reliable kaon identification and the cosθh ≤ 0 selec-
tion. The functionsRFi(M ) in eq. 4 were determined from
events generated according to the tuned JETSET model [5].
Then contributions of the reflections to the uncorrected mass

spectra defined by function̄NR
m(a) (eq. 6 below) were ob-

tained by passing these events through detector simulation.
In this way the influence of particle misidentification was
also properly accounted for. The reflection contributions to
the uncorrected K±π∓ mass spectra,̄NR

m(a), defined in this
way with the parametersai (with i ≥ 12) in eq. 4 taken from
JETSET are shown in Fig. 1. Subsequently the parameters
ai were redefined either from the fit or from the experimen-
tal cross sections measured by DELPHI and/or other LEP
experiments [1].

Although reflections from many particles and resonances
were considered, only the most important ones were finally
taken into account. The largest contribution from the reflec-
tions of the first type strongly influencing the K∗0

2 (1430)
cross section comes from the narrowf

′
2(1525) resonance

(Fig. 1g). It was calculated using thef
′
2(1525) production

rate measured by DELPHI [11].
Another type of distortion of the K±π∓ mass spec-

tra (also denoted for simplicity asRFi in eq. 4) arises
either from the resonances in the same system, such as
K∗0

0 (1430)→ K+π−2, or from charmed particle production.
Charm meson production and decay distort significantly the
invariant mass distributions in the tensor meson mass region.
The influence of the D0 is illustrated in Fig. 1i. It shows,
apart from the sharp peak due to D0 → K−π+ decay, the
presence of the relatively narrow peak atM ' 1.6 GeV/c2

arising from the quasi-two-body D0 → K∗−(892)π+ de-
cay, when theπ+ from the D0 decay and the K− from the
K∗−(892) decay form the K−π+ system. As for the reflec-
tions of the first type, these distortions were also obtained
from events generated by JETSET and passed through de-
tector simulation.

Finally the reflections (not shown) from theη andη
′

in
the K+K− mass spectrum in theφ(1020) meson mass region
when particle identification was not used were found to be
quite important forxp ≤ 0.2 and were accounted for in the
same way. Their contributions were negligible when particle
identification was used.

In each mass bin,m, the number of entries̄Nm(a) pre-
dicted by the functionf (M, a) is given by:

N̄m(a) = N̄S
m(a) + N̄B

m(a) + N̄R
m(a), (5)

where

N̄G
m(a) = CG

m

∑
n

SGmnA
G
n f

G
n (a), (6)

fGn (a) =
∫ Mn+1

Mn

fG(M, a)dM (7)

whereG = S,B or R and Mn is the lower edge of the
n-th histogram bin of the variableM . The coefficientsAn
characterize the detector acceptance andCm the losses of
particles due to the selection criteria imposed and the ex-
tra particles due to ghosts, secondary interactions etc. The
smearing matrixSmn is determined by the experimental res-
olution (see [10] for more details). The three terms in eq. 5
are necessary because the resonance signals, for example in
the K±π∓ invariant mass distribution, contain by definition

2 The influence of this broad K∗0
0 (1430) resonance on the K∗0

2 (1430)
was found to be small
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Fig. 2a–i. The coefficientsR(M ) = RS (M )/RD(M ) as a function of
the K±π∓ invariant mass for the indicatedxp-intervals. The values ofR
averaged over the full mass region in eachxp-interval are also given

only the K±π∓ pairs, while the background is contaminated
by the misidentifiedπ+π−, K+K−, K±p∓ and p±π∓ pairs.
Therefore the coefficients,Cm, for the resonance signals and
for the background are expected to be different (see [16] for
more details).

The best values fora were then determined by a least
squares fit of the predictions of eq. 5 to the measured values,
Nm, by minimizing the function:

χ2 =
∑
m

(Nm − N̄m(a))2/σ2
m +
∑
i

(ai − āi)
2/(∆āi)

2, (8)

whereσ2
m = Nm + σ2(N̄m) andσ(N̄m) is the error ofN̄m

(which is much less than
√
Nm) due to the finite statistics of

the simulation used to evaluateAn, Cm andSmn. The sec-
ond sum in eq. 8 constrains appropriate resonance properties
to the values ¯ai±∆āi taken from external sources. In partic-
ular, the variations within errors of a) the particle production
rates taken from other experiments to determine the normal-
ization of the reflection functions and b) the masses and
widths taken from the PDG tables [17] were both accounted
for by the second term of eq. 8. Thus the “statistical” errors
obtained from the fits include a systematic component.

The vector (V) and tensor (T) meson production rates
were calculated as

〈N〉 =
1

BR
1
〈R〉
∫
fSV (T )(M, a)dM, (9)

where the factor 1/BR takes into account the unobserved
decay modes and the integration limits are the same as the
fit ranges. The meaning of〈R〉 is explained below.

The “standard” event and particle selection cuts were
chosen to ensure that the average charged particle multiplic-
ity for the data and simulated events were the same. Due to
the detector simulation imperfections, this is not necessarily
the case when the stronger cuts on impact parameters are

Fig. 3a–i. The K±π∓ invariant mass spectra for the indicatedxp-intervals
for the uncorrected data (open points). The upper solid histograms are the
results of the fit. The background is shown by the lower solid histograms
and the sum of the background and reflection functions by the dashed
histograms. The lower parts of the figures (with the indicated amplification
factors) present the data and the results of the fit after subtracting the
background and reflection contributions

applied. Indeed, the ratios of the K±π∓ (K+K−) invariant
mass distributions, dσ/dM , obtained for the samples with the
standard and stronger cuts are different for the data events
(RD = dσstandard/dσstrong) and the simulated events (RS).
To take this into account, the production rates were divided
by the average values of the factorR = RS(M )/RD(M ) in
each of thexp-intervals considered. These factorsR together
with their average values〈R〉 are shown for the K±π∓ mass
spectra in Fig. 2 for severalxp-intervals. The dependence of
R on M is small in all xp-intervals, but larger deviations
from unity are seen for smallxp values than for large ones.
The errors of〈R〉 in Fig. 2 take into account the statistical
fluctuations ofR and its deviation from being constant in
the mass range considered. The statistical fluctuations are ab-
sorbed into the statistical errors of the production rates while
any deviation from a constant, together with the variations
of 〈R〉 with the different selection criteria imposed, are ac-
counted for in the systematic errors. The total uncertainties
in the coefficient〈R〉 are below±4%.

The reliability of the fit procedure was verified with the
simulated events. The simulated K±π∓ (K+K−) invariant
mass distributions in differentxp-intervals were fitted ap-
plying the formulae (1)–(8), but with the non-relativistic
resonance Breit–Wigner shapes used in JETSET. The fit de-
scribed the uncorrected data after detector simulation very
well. The resonancexp-spectra (not shown) and the corre-
sponding average multiplicities per hadronic Z decay in the
indicatedxp-ranges as given in Table 1 agreed within errors
with those in JETSET tuned to the DELPHI data [5] and
used in detector simulation. It should be stressed that no such
agreement was achieved without treatment of the reflections
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Table 1. The average multiplicities per hadronic Z decay for the K∗0(892),
φ(1020) and K∗0

2 (1430) in the indicatedxp-ranges obtained from the fits
to the uncorrected simulated events after DELSIM in comparison with the
corresponding values as generated by the tuned JETSET at the input to
DELSIM. The errors are statistical (resulting from the fits)

Resonance xp-range Fit Results JETSET (tuned)

K∗0(892) 0.04–0.7 0.592±0.009 0.586
φ(1020) 0.05–1.0 0.071±0.002 0.071
K∗0

2 (1430) 0.04–0.7 0.132±0.013 0.131

Fig. 4. Differential cross sections (1/σh)·dσ/dxp for inclusive K∗0(892),
K∗±(892) andφ(1020) production measured by DELPHI. The statistical
and systematic errors are combined quadratically. The points are plotted at
the mean of thexp values within the bin. Thefull anddashed curvesrespec-
tively represent the expectations of the tuned JETSET 7.4 and HERWIG
5.8 for the K∗(892)andφ(1020)

described above, especially for the K∗0
2 (1430) produced with

relatively small cross section.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 K∗0(892) production

The measured uncorrected K±π∓ invariant mass distribu-
tions are shown for the individualxp-intervals in Fig. 3 to-
gether with the results of the fits. In the fits, the K∗0(892)
width and the K∗0

2 (1430) mass and width were constrained
by the second term in eq. 8 and the K∗0(892) mass was left
free to take into account its small shift. The fits describe
the data quite well in allxp-intervals. The K∗0(892) differ-
ential production cross section, (1/σh)·dσ/dxp whereσh is
the total hadronic cross section, is presented in Table 2 and
in Fig. 4.

The measured average K∗0(892) multiplicity per hadronic
event in the 0.04≤ xp ≤ 0.7 range obtained by integrating
thexp-spectrum was determined to be:

〈K∗0(892)〉 = 0.570± 0.016(stat), (10)

Table 2. Differential K∗0(892) cross sections (1/σh)·dσ/dxp for 0.04≤
xp ≤ 0.7. The statistical and systematic errors are combined quadratically.
The corresponding values ofχ2/NDF for the fits are also given

xp interval (1/σh)·dσ/dxp χ2/NDF

0.04–0.06 4.67±0.60 78/59
0.06–0.08 3.66±0.41 60/59
0.08–0.10 2.74±0.32 49/59
0.10–0.14 2.42±0.24 77/59
0.14–0.18 1.43±0.16 47/59
0.18–0.25 1.04±0.10 48/59
0.25–0.35 0.64±0.06 73/59
0.35–0.45 0.31±0.04 48/59
0.45–0.70 0.11±0.01 66/59

where the error is the statistical one obtained from the fit.
It agrees with the corresponding value of 0.567±0.015(stat)
obtained by fitting the overall mass spectrum in the 0.04
≤ xp ≤ 0.7 range.

The systematic errors were estimated by analyzing the
contributions arising from:

1. choice of the background parameterization, bin size of
the mass spectra, and mass range used in the fit;

2. K± identification efficiency;
3. treatment of residual BE correlations;
4. variation of cuts imposed for the charged particle selec-

tions;
5. variation in absolute value of the factor〈R〉.

The first contribution was found to be small, as could be
expected from the good agreement of the results obtained
from the fits to the simulated data with the input JETSET
production rates (Table 1). Its total relative contribution of
±2.7% was dominated by the uncertainty in the background
parameterization.

The contribution from the uncertainty in the kaon iden-
tification efficiency was estimated to be about±6.0%.

The uncertainty in treatment of residual BE correlations
(see Sect. 2.2) gave a total relative error of±2.5%. Its strong
xp-dependence was taken into account.

The uncertainty arising from varying the particle selec-
tion was estimated by comparing the results obtained for
the samples selected with the strong cuts, with the standard
cuts, and with the cuts on the intersection point for each pair
of oppositely charged particles described in [10]. Additional
tests were performed to check the sensitivity of the results
to other changes in the selection criteria: K±π∓ pairs were
selected only when both particles had hits in the vertex de-
tector (VD), the tighter cuts on kaon identification criteria
were applied, and different cosθh regions were tried. The
corresponding variations, including the uncertainty in the
coefficient〈R〉 accounting for imperfections in the simula-
tion (which also varied depending on the selection criteria
imposed) gave a±5.7% contribution to the total relative
systematic error of±9.1%.

The measured production rate (10) was extrapolated to
the full xp range by normalizing the expectations of tuned
JETSET in the 0.04≤ xp ≤ 0.7 range to the measured
K∗0(892) rate in thisxp-interval and taking the overall
K∗0(892) rate in the fullxp-range from the corresponding
JETSET predictions. Good agreement in the smallxp-region
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Fig. 5a–i. The K+K− invariant mass spectra for the indicatedxp-intervals
for the uncorrected 1991-1994 data without particle identification (open
points). The histograms are as in Fig. 3

(Fig. 4) between the measuredxp-spectrum and that pre-
dicted by tuned JETSET allowed the extrapolation error to
be taken as±10% of the difference between values (11) and
(10). This gave:

〈K∗0(892)〉 = 0.77± 0.02(stat)± 0.07(syst)

±0.02(extr). (11)

This value agrees within errors with our previous measure-
ment [13], but represents a significant improvement in preci-
sion. It is also consistent within errors with the recent OPAL
[12] and ALEPH [18] results of 0.74±0.04 and 0.83±0.09
respectively.

The overall K∗±(892) production rate per hadronic Z de-
cay measured by OPAL [19] and DELPHI [10] amounted to
0.72±0.08 and 0.712±0.067 respectively. Thus the K∗0(892)
and K∗±(892) are produced with approximately equal prob-
abilities, as could be expected. Fig. 4 shows that their dif-
ferential production cross sections (1/σh)·dσ/dxp are also
approximately the same. It also shows the predictions for the
K∗0(892) of the tuned JETSET [5]. These are in reasonable
agreement with the data, although the model predicts slightly
harder fragmentation than is measured. The fragmentation
function predicted by HERWIG 5.8 [4] (with default param-
eters) is in reasonable agreement with the data forxp ≤ 0.4
(Fig. 4), but is harder forxp ≥ 0.4. The overall K∗0(892)
production rates in HERWIG and tuned JETSET are equal
to 0.806 and 0.794 respectively and agree with the measured
value (11).

3.2 φ(1020) production

The narrow width of theφ(1020) allows a clear signal to
be extracted even without kaon identification. Therefore the

Fig. 6a–f. The K+K− invariant mass spectra for the indicatedxp-intervals
for the uncorrected 1994 data with only one K in each K+K− pair required
to be identified by the RICH detectors (open points). The upper histograms
are the results of the fit. The background is shown by the lower histograms

φ(1020) inclusive production can be measured either using
particle identification in the RICH detector, as was done
for the K∗0(892), or assuming all charged particles to be
kaons. The advantage of the method with kaon identifica-
tion is the large signal-to-background ratio. On the other
hand, the much smaller signal-to-background ratio in the
method without particle identification can be partially com-
pensated by the use of the full DELPHI statistics accumu-
lated in 1991-1994 with almost 2 million hadronic events
selected after the standard cuts. Besides, the analysis of the
results obtained a) with both K+ and K− identified, b) with
at least one identified kaon, and c) ignoring identification
allows a check on the efficiency of the identification and
better understanding of the possible systematics. For these
reasons, all three methods were used.

The measured uncorrected K+K− invariant mass distri-
butions for the 1991-1994 data obtained without particle
identification are presented for the individualxp-intervals
in Fig. 5. The corresponding mass distributions for the 1994
data with at least one kaon or both kaons required to be iden-
tified by the RICH detector are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
respectively. Fig. 5 shows that theφ(1020) signal is seen
even without particle identification in allxp-intervals. The
combinatorial background dominated by misidentified pions
is very large at smallxp. However, it decreases significantly
with increasingxp, so that the signal to background ratio
becomes reasonable forxp ≥ 0.2. Requiring identification
of at least one kaon by the RICH reduces the background
significantly for allxp values, but the statistical significance
of the φ(1020) signal becomes small forxp ≥ 0.5 (Fig. 6).
With both kaons identified by the RICH, the largeφ(1020)
signals are well seen over the small background, but the
statistics are poor for largexp (Fig. 7).
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Table 3. Differential φ(1020) cross sections (1/σh)·dσ/dxp for 0.05≤ xp ≤ 0.5 obtained with a) both kaons identified, b) at least one kaon identified,
and c) without requiring kaon identification. The errors are the statistical ones obtained from the fit. The correspondingχ2/NDF values for the fits are
also given

K+ and K− identified At least one K identified No identification

xp-interval (1/σh)·dσ/dxp χ2/NDF (1/σh)·dσ/dxp χ2/NDF (1/σh)·dσ/dxp χ2/NDF

0.05–0.10 0.357±0.028 56/52 0.436±0.024 52/52 0.373±0.039 13/16
0.10–0.15 0.278±0.024 63/52 0.261±0.019 75/52 0.280±0.026 13/16
0.15–0.20 0.212±0.020 47/52 0.181±0.014 53/52 0.206±0.020 16/16
0.20–0.30 0.131±0.012 54/52 0.123±0.009 65/52 0.159±0.012 17/16
0.30–0.50 0.057±0.008 52/52 0.063±0.005 58/52 0.075±0.007 21/16

Fig. 7a–f. The K+K− invariant mass spectra for the indicatedxp-intervals
for the uncorrected 1994 data with both kaons in each K+K−-pair required
to be identified by the RICH detectors (open points). The upper histograms
are the results of the fit. The background is shown by the lower histograms

Table 4. Differential φ(1020) cross sections (1/σh)·dσ/dxp for 0.05≤
xp ≤ 1. The statistical and systematic errors are combined quadratically.

xp-interval (1/σh)·dσ/dxp

0.05–0.10 0.396±0.055
0.10–0.15 0.269±0.030
0.15–0.20 0.197±0.027
0.20–0.25 0.186±0.017
0.25–0.30 0.134±0.014
0.3–0.4 0.104±0.010
0.4–0.5 0.047±0.006
0.5–0.7 0.022±0.003
0.7–1.0 0.0040±0.0007

In the fits, for all three cases, theφ(1020) mass and width
were constrained by the second term in eq. 8. It should be
stressed that the limited mass resolution, which in the case
of theφ(1020) is comparable to its width and thus influences
the signal significantly, is taken into account in the applied
method by the smearing matrixSmn (see Eq. 6). The fits
describe the data in Figs. 5–7 quite well in allxp-intervals.

Table 3 compares theφ(1020) differential cross sections
in the 0.05 ≤ xp ≤ 0.5 range obtained with both kaons

identified, at least one kaon identified, and without identi-
fication. For this, the same data sample collected in 1994
was used. In the 0.1 ≤ xp ≤ 0.5 range, the results agree
quite well. This shows that the kaon identification efficien-
cies are correctly reproduced by detector simulation in this
xp-range. However, the important differences in the results
in the first 0.05 ≤ xp ≤ 0.1 interval might indicate some
problems with the treatment of the identification efficiencies
at the smallestxp values.

For 0.05≤ xp ≤ 0.2, the resultingφ(1020) differential
cross section was taken by averaging the results obtained
with both identified kaons and with at least one identified
kaon as given in the first threexp-intervals of Table 3. Half
of the difference between these values was attributed to the
systematic error. For 0.2 ≤ xp ≤ 1, the results obtained
without particle identification based on the 1991-1994 data
sample were used. The differential cross section thus ob-
tained is presented in Table 4 and in Fig. 4.

The measured averageφ(1020) multiplicity per hadronic
event for 0.05 ≤ xp ≤ 1 obtained by integrating thexp-
spectrum was determined to be:

〈φ(1020)〉 = 0.080± 0.002(stat)± 0.005(syst). (12)

In calculating the systematic errors, the possible influ-
ence of residual Bose-Einstein correlations was ignored,
since the probability to have another K± close to theφ(1020)
decay products in phase space is small. The uncertainties due
to η and η

′
reflections for 0.05 ≤ xp ≤ 0.2 when particle

identification was used and forxp ≥ 0.2 without use of
particle identification were found to be negligible. The un-
certainties arising from the particle selection, including the
uncertainty in the coefficient〈R〉 accounting for imperfec-
tions in the simulations resulted, as in case of the K∗0(892),
in a relative error of±5.7%. This relative error was taken
into account in (12) and in each of thexp-intervals. Besides,
half of the difference between the results obtained with both
identified kaons and with at least one identified kaon (see
Table 3) was taken as a systematic uncertainty in all of the
xp-intervals lying in the range 0.05≤ xp ≤ 0.2. In the same
xp-intervals, an additional error of±4% was assigned due
to the uncertainty in the kaon identification efficiency. The
resulting total relative systematic error in (12) amounts to
±6.3%.

The measured production rate (12) was extrapolated
to the full xp range by normalizing the expectations of
the tuned JETSET in thexp ≥ 0.05 range to the mea-
suredφ(1020) rate in thisxp-interval and taking the overall
φ(1020) rate in the fullxp-range from the corresponding
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JETSET prediction. The uncertainty in this procedure is ac-
counted for as for the K∗0(892). This gives:

〈φ(1020)〉 = 0.104± 0.003(stat)± 0.007(syst)

±0.002(extr). (13)

Compatible results were obtained without use of particle
identification in the measuredxp-range.

The overallφ(1020) production rate agrees within errors
with the prediction, 0.093, of the tuned JETSET (tuned be-
fore this measurement) and is only slightly smaller than the
HERWIG prediction of 0.122. Theφ(1020) differential pro-
duction cross section (1/σh)·dσ/dxp (Fig. 4) is reproduced
by the tuned JETSET reasonably well. HERWIG, as in the
case of the K∗0(892), agrees with the data forxp ≤ 0.4, but
predicts a much harder fragmentation in the largexp-region
than the data exhibit. The value (13) can be compared with
the recent OPAL [12] and ALEPH [18] measurements of
0.100±0.008 and 0.122±0.009 respectively.

3.3 K∗0
2 (1430) production

The overall K∗0
2 (1430) tensor meson production rate of 0.168

as predicted by the tuned JETSET is quite large. Therefore
it was expected that the K∗0

2 (1430) signal could be easily
detected. A study based on simulation showed a good agree-
ment between the K∗0

2 (1430) rate found in the fit in the range
0.04≤ xp ≤ 0.7 and the JETSET value (Table 1). In the
data, selected with the same cuts as for the K∗0(892), only a
rather small K∗0

2 (1430) signal was observed. Therefore addi-
tional selection criteria were tried in an attempt to improve
the signal-to-background ratio. Only tracks with hits in the
vertex detector were used, more stringent selection criteria
on kaon identification were applied, the particles satisfying
cuts on kaon and proton selections were removed from the
pion sample. However, these additional selection criteria had
little influence on the magnitude of the K∗0

2 (1430) signal.
The K∗0

2 (1430) signal in the measured uncorrected K±π∓
invariant mass distribution for 0.04≤ xp ≤ 0.7 shown in
Fig. 8a corresponds to a production rate of

〈K∗0
2 (1430)〉 = 0.065± 0.021(stat). (14)

Attempts to decrease the combinatorial background by cuts
on the charged particle multiplicitiesnch ≤ 25 or by sub-
tracting bin by bin the histograms for like charged combi-
nations did not change this result. It should also be stressed
that the K∗0(892) production rate obtained with similar se-
lection criteria remained the same as in (11), within statisti-
cal errors. At higher K±π∓ masses, the reflections from the
quasi-two-body and two-body D0 decays in Fig. 8a are well
reproduced. Moreover, a fit with the contribution of the D0

reflection set free resulted in an overall D0 production rate
of 0.38±0.05(stat), compatible within errors with the pub-
lished LEP value of 0.40±0.06 [17]. All this reinforces our
confidence in the result obtained.

The systematic error was calculated taking into account
the same sources of systematic uncertainties as for the
K∗0(892). An important contribution came from the vari-
ation in the results obtained with different track selections.
Another important contribution was the uncertainty in the

Fig. 8. The K±π∓ invariant mass spectra for the full measured 0.04≤
xp ≤ 0.7 range (open points) for the reala and simulatedb data. The
histograms are as in Fig. 3

f
′
2(1525) reflection (this appears as a contribution to the sta-

tistical error, see Sect. 2.2). This was estimated using the
f

′
2(1525) production rate given in [11]. Disregarding the
f

′
2(1525) reflection would have resulted in a 1.5 times higher

K∗0
2 (1430) rate.

The smallness of the signal did not allow measurement
of the K∗0

2 (1430)xp-spectrum to check if it was consistent
in shape with the model expectations. Therefore the extrap-
olation of the measured production rate (14) to the fullxp-
region must be treated with caution. Nevertheless, if such
an extrapolation is made applying the procedure used for
the K∗0(892) andφ(1020) but this time assuming a±50%
extrapolation error, it results in:

〈K∗0
2 (1430)〉 = 0.079± 0.026(stat)± 0.030(syst)

±0.007(extr) (15)

and

〈K∗0
2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 = 0.10± 0.05. (16)

The value (15) can be compared with the previous DEL-
PHI estimate of the K∗±2 (1430) production rate of 0.05+0.07

−0.05
[10]. They agree within large errors. On the other hand, the
value (15) is 2.4 times smaller than the corresponding value
of 0.19±0.04±0.06 forxE ≤ 0.3 measured by OPAL [12],
although compatible within 1.35 standard deviations. The
predictions of the tuned JETSET, 0.168, and of HERWIG,
0.137, are also much larger than the value (15).

As was mentioned earlier, the K∗0
2 (1430) production rate

obtained from the fit to the generated data after detector
simulation reproduced the JETSET prediction well at the
input to the simulation (Table 1). Fig. 8b illustrates the re-
sults of such a fit. Comparing Figs. 8a and 8b shows that if
the K∗0

2 (1430) signal was indeed as large in the data as in
JETSET it would certainly be detected.
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The 〈K∗0
2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 ratio (16) appears to be

smaller than the measured ratios [10, 11]:

〈f2(1270)〉/〈ρ0(770)〉 = 0.24± 0.07 (17)

and

〈f ′
2(1525)〉/〈φ(1020)〉 = 0.19± 0.07, (18)

although the errors are quite large. It would be difficult to
accommodate this difference into the present versions of the
JETSET and HERWIG models.

But is this difference surprising? It is true, as noticed
in [13], that the 〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 and 〈f2(1270)〉
/〈ρ0(770)〉 ratios in hadronic reactions were found to be
the same. However, the〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 ratio was
measured mainly in kaon induced reactions [20]-[24]. As
stressed in the same papers [20]-[24], the inclusive pro-
duction of K∗(892) and K∗2(1430) in these reactions was
strongly dominated by the fragmentation of the strange va-
lence s-quark in the incident kaon. In the highx region
(x = 2pL/

√
s) the 〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 ratio was higher
than average, approaching unity asx→ 1, as also happened
for the〈f2(1270)〉/〈ρ0(770)〉 [10] and〈f ′

2(1525)〉/〈φ(1020)〉
[11] ratios forxp → 1 in e+e− annihilations. On the other
hand, in thex ≤ 0 region, the〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉
ratio was below the average. This suggests that the rela-
tive amount of the K∗2(1430) and K∗(892) mesons produced
from the sea quarks, the dominant production mechanism in
e+e− annihilations as well as in pp orπp reactions, is much
smaller. These arguments are supported by the the lack of
evidence for important K∗2(1430) production in pp andπp
reactions. For example, in the pp experiment at 400 GeV/c
[25], where inclusiveρ0(770), K∗(892) andf2(1270) pro-
duction was measured quite precisely, no evidence for the
K∗2(1430) was seen. In pp reactions at the higher ISR ener-
gies of

√
s = 53 GeV, where the K∗0

2 (1430) production was
measured [26, 27], the situation is quite contradictory. The
measured〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 ratio, 0.23±0.08, in [27]
is larger than the DELPHI value (16) and consistent with
the DELPHI values (17) and (18). However, the measured
K∗0

2 (1430) rate in [26] is by an order of magnitude smaller
than in [27].

It can be also noticed that the thermodynamical model [8,
28], which agrees with LEP results on the pseudoscalar and
vector meson production rates, predicts〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉 = 0.049
and〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 = 0.071 in agreement with the
DELPHI values (15) and (16). The model of ref. [9] predicts
〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉 = 0.102 and〈K∗0
2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 = 0.10,

also in agreement with the DELPHI values.

4 Summary

The production of K∗0(892),φ(1020) and K∗0
2 (1430) mesons

has been measured by DELPHI in hadronic Z decays at LEP.
The following conclusions can be drawn.

– The measured overall K∗0(892) production rate per ha-
dronic Z decay, 0.77±0.08 and itsxp-spectrum are in
good agreement with those for the K∗±(892) meson [10]
and with the tuned JETSET [5]. HERWIG 5.8 agrees
reasonably with the data for smallxp, but predicts harder
fragmentation for largexp than the data exhibit.

– The measured overallφ(1020) production rate per ha-
dronic Z decay, 0.104±0.008, and itsxp-spectrum are
in reasonable agreement with the tuned JETSET. As for
the K∗0(892), HERWIG agrees with the data for small
xp, but predicts harder fragmentation for largexp than
the data exhibit.

– The K∗0
2 (1430) production rate per hadronic Z decay,

0.079± 0.040, agrees with the K∗±2 (1430) production
rate, 0.05+0.07

−0.05, previously measured by DELPHI [10].
This K∗0

2 (1430) production rate is 2.4 times smaller than
that measured by OPAL [12], although the two values
are compatible within 1.35 standard deviations. It is sig-
nificantly lower than predicted by the tuned JETSET and
HERWIG, but agrees with the thermodynamical model
prediction [8, 28] and with the prediction of [9].

Apart from thea2(1320) resonance, all other members of
the SU(3) tensor meson nonet have been measured by LEP
experiments. Tensor meson production was found to be quite
important. The most interesting result of this study is the
important difference between the K∗0

2 (1430) andf2(1270)
production rates, and between〈K∗0

2 (1430)〉/〈K∗0(892)〉 and
〈f2(1270)〉/〈ρ0(770)〉 or 〈f ′

2(1525)〉/〈φ(1020)〉 production
rate ratios.

These results show that still more efforts are needed to
improve the precision on the tensor meson production rates
already measured and, in particular, to measure thea2(1320)
production rate. The latter is important for understanding the
mass dependence of the tensor meson production rates and
its relation to the regularities observed for the pseudoscalar
and vector meson nonets and the baryon octet and decuplet
[6]. For this, the combined effort of all LEP experiments
with the total statistics accumulated at LEP 1 is necessary.
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